
Curly Virgin Hair 
Maintenance Sheet

DO protect  your investment by sealing your wefts. Weft sealing 
is important because it minimizes shedding and tangling because 
it essentially “seals” the hair in the weft. This is very important to 
increasing the longevity of your curly/wavy extensions. Lace Xclusive 
recommends Dritz Fray Check which is about $4 at Walmart in the 
fabric section. 

DO prep your hair every night by putting it in big twists or braids and 
wrapping it in silk or sleeping on a silk pillow case. This simple tip will 
save you tons of detangling time and hair loss. 

DO detangle kinky-curly hair by conditioner washing it in the shower 
at least once every two weeks. While in the shower, coat your hair 
with conditioner and use a big wide-tooth detangling comb. Rinse 
the conditioner out while brushing through it carefully from the ends 
working your way up to the tracks/roots with your paddle brush. 

DO treat your extensions as well as you would treat your own hair - it’s 
all yours because you bought it, right? You will need a coated bristle 
paddle brush and a seamless detangling comb to keep your kinky curly 
hair looking nice. Lace Xclusive recommends using the Lace Xclusive 
Detangling Brush - $10 & the Lace Xclusive Detangling Comb 
$10.

DO use a heat protector on your hair if you reach for a curling iron, 
flat iron, or other heat-styling tool daily, using a heat-protector spray 
will save your locks from becoming frizzy, dry, and damaged.  We 
recommend the Lace Xclusive Thermal Protector - $16 to protect 
those tresses! Lace Xclusive also offers its own Keratin-Infused 
Ceramic Curling wand and Straightening Iron - $30 which also 
prevents damage & makes heat styling more manageable!

What type of hair care products should I use?

Avoid using heavy products and oil on the hair. Product buildup tends to 
weigh the hair down. Treat this hair like your own hair. Use good quality 
shampoo and conditioning products. Conditioning your hair is very im-
portant to keeping it soft and manageable. We recommend using a deep 
conditioner on your Virgin hair at least once every two weeks. Leave it 
on the hair for approximately 20 to 30 minutes and rinse. This extra TLC 
will give your hair an extra moisturizing boost. Wash with moisturizing 
hair products. This is especially important because the hair will not be 
receiving any of the moisture from the natural oils the scalp produces 
because it’s no longer attached to the scalp. Moisturizing hair care prod-
ucts will keep your hair healthy. If you are longing for shine, use a dime 
size amount of a light serum. Many hair care products that promote 
shine have a drying effect on hair. Lace Xclusive recommends the Lace 
Xclusive Intensive Moisturizing Shampoo & Conditioner -$16. 
DO NOT USE any of the Organix shampoos and Conditioners - as 
they tend to remove the natural nutrients and shine and also dries the 
hair out.
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Do I have to do anything special in the morning?

Lace Xclusive recommends that you comb your hair every morning. 
Gently comb  your hair with a wide tooth comb starting from the 
ends moving towards your scalp. Starting from the ends keeps the 
pressure off the weft area and is a good way to maintain longevity of the 
extensions. 

DO I have to do anything special at night?

NEVER sleep on wet or damp hair. Sleeping on wet or damp hair is 
known to matte hair which makes it very difficult to 
keep the hair the way you want it. Please make sure hair is completely 
dry before going to sleep. Lace Xclusive 
recommends you wrap your hair together or gently tie it up using a satin 
hat or silk bonnet at night to prevent tangling.

How do I care for my hair if I go swimming?

Lace Xclusive recommends braiding your hair or pulling it up into a 
ponytail before swimming to keep your hair from tangling. It is best 
to wash your hair immediately after swimming. Please be reminded 
that swimming or other activities in water are not suggested with 
curly extensions. It is hard on the hair to constantly be wet and then 
dried. Remember the hair is not attached to the follicle of the scalp for 
nourishment. So, it can quickly dry out from constant chlorine 
exposure and be more susceptible to tangling.

How do I care for my split ends?

Virgin hair is raw unprocessed hair taken directly from live human 
donors and gray hairs and or dry/split ends are not uncommon when 
dealing with real hair. Some choose to trim them and some choose to 
deep condition them. Both solutions usually does the trick! No matter 
what you do, your hair extensions will inevitably get split ends. The best 
way to keep split ends from getting out of control is to regularly trim 
them. Trim the ends of the hair every 8 to 10 weeks. Keep in mind that 
you don’t want to trim too much, otherwise you will quickly lose the 
length of your hair.

Is it ok to color/dye my hair extensions?

Please be aware that VIRGIN hair is very similar to your natural hair 
and harsh coloring/processing will certainly cause some shedding and 
breakage and may change the wave pattern as the hair is no longer 
attached to the hair follicle to receive proper nutrients. Lace Xclusive 
recommends certain licensed cosmetologists as well as certain coloring 
products 
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